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Join Albert Einstein on his journey of scientific discovery and
see how the Nobel Prize winner forever changed how we
think about energy, gravity, and the world around us. Kids will
learn about Einstein's training, his struggle to find a teaching
job, and how he developed his theory of relativity. The book
also looks at his personal life, including his family, emigration
to America, and love of music.
From the time she was two years old, JoJo Siwa spent hours
a day working to achieve her dreams. Her hard work in her
mom's dance studio led her to national TV, where her spunky
personality and confidence earned her passionate fans on
Dance Moms. Having built a huge audience on YouTube and
TV, JoJo was ready to take her career to the next level. She
released her first single, partnered with Nickelodeon, and
rolled out her own line of products—all while staying true to
her colorful, bubbly personality. Follow JoJo's path to fame
and see how she and her band of "Siwanatorz" are fighting
bullying, spreading positivity, and helping a generation of kids
grow up happy and strong.
Relatable, heartbreaking, and real, this is a story of
resilience--the perfect novel for readers of powerful
contemporary fiction like Girl in Pieces and Every Last Word.
Before, I was a million things. Now I'm only one. The Burned
Girl. Ava Lee has lost everything there is to lose: Her parents.
Her best friend. Her home. Even her face. She doesn't need a
mirror to know what she looks like--she can see her reflection
in the eyes of everyone around her. A year after the fire that
destroyed her world, her aunt and uncle have decided she
should go back to high school. Be "normal" again. Whatever
that is. Ava knows better. There is no normal for someone like
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her. And forget making friends--no one wants to be seen with
the Burned Girl, now or ever. But when Ava meets a fellow
survivor named Piper, she begins to feel like maybe she
doesn't have to face the nightmare alone. Sarcastic and blunt,
Piper isn't afraid to push Ava out of her comfort zone. Piper
introduces Ava to Asad, a boy who loves theater just as much
as she does, and slowly, Ava tries to create a life again. Yet
Piper is fighting her own battle, and soon Ava must decide if
she's going to fade back into her scars . . . or let the people
by her side help her fly. "A heartfelt and unflinching look at
the reality of being a burn survivor and at the scars we all
carry. This book is for everyone, burned or not, who has ever
searched for a light in the darkness." --Stephanie Nielson,
New York Times bestselling author of Heaven Is Here and a
burn survivor
Clarice Bean, aspiring actress and author, unsuccessfully
tries to avoid getting into trouble as she attempts to help a
friend in need by following the rules of the fictional,
"exceptionordinarily" spy, Ruby Redfort.
From world-renowned adventurer and bestselling author of
The Art of Resilience and The World’s Fittest Book, comes
the ultimate blueprint to building a bulletproof body. ‘He’s an
animal’ CHRIS HEMSWORTH ‘The inner workings of a
sports science genius’ EDDIE HALL, former World’s
Strongest Man
A Nazi conspiracy in the heart of modern-day Manhattan—the
blockbuster New York Times bestseller that became the
classic film thriller. At Columbia University, Thomas “Babe”
Levy, a postgrad history student and aspiring marathon
runner, is working to clear his late father’s name after the
scandal of his suicide, triggered by the McCarthy hearings
and accusations of Communist affiliations. In Paraguay, Dr.
Christian Szell, former Nazi dentist and protégé of Josef
Mengele, has been in exile for decades. Infamous as the
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“White Angel of Auschwitz,” he’s leaving his South American
sanctuary to smuggle a fortune in gems out of New York City.
Meanwhile, in London’s Kensington Gardens, an
international assassin known only as Scylla has completed a
hit. A man with too many secrets and twice as many enemies,
Scylla has become a target himself, with only one place left to
turn. Then, when Babe’s revered older brother, Doc, pays
him a fateful and unexpected visit, it sets in motion a chain of
events plunging Babe into a paranoid nightmare of family
betrayal, international conspiracy, and the dark crimes of
history. Now, the marathon man is running for his life, and
closer to answering a single cryptic and terrifying question:
“Is it safe?” William Goldman’s Marathon Man was adapted
by the author for the award-winning 1976 film starring Dustin
Hoffman and Laurence Olivier. Upon its publication, the
Washington Post called it “one of the best novels of the
year,” and it remains a powerful, horrifying read. In the words
of #1 New York Times–bestselling author Harlan Coben: “I
found myself racing through it. You could have put a gun to
my head, and I wouldn’t have been able to put [Marathon
Man] down.” This ebook features a biography of William
Goldman.
Offers step-by-step illustrations teaching techniques for
drawing a selection of male manga characters displaying a
variety of poses and expressions.
Make English lessons exciting and fun with Treetops.
Delightful characters and stories stimulate students'
imaginations, motivating them to learn. Three engaging
contexts, the seasons, the town, and medieval legends, offer
you the opportunity for fun cross-curricular activities. And, you
can enliven your lessons with the wide range of resources
including puppets, posters, and classroom routines for all of
the songs.
Detailed colour illustrations and photographs included. Each
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section examines the bones, muscles, nerves and internal
organs in detail and explains how they work.
When a tree falls on Ted's tractor he gets help from Farmer
Dray and his horse. Find the little yellow duck on every page.
The speed with which Pompeii was enveloped by volcanic
lava has left us an extraordinary and unique record of daily
life in a Roman town. This information sticker book tells the
story of that fateful day and its legacy, through photographs
of mosaics, paintings and statues that were amazingly
preserved and discovered in the ashes.
Deck the halls with JoJo and BowBow in this special chapter
book adventure It's the holiday season, and that means it's
time for some of JoJo Siwa's absolute favorite things:
adorning her home with lollipops and gingerbread men; a
Secret Santa with friends; decorating cookies; and fun family
traditions. Best of all, in the days leading up to Christmas,
JoJo and Miley will be joining Michelle--a famous ice dancer
and JoJo's good friend--at Tinseltown Resort and Rink for
Michelle's performance in The Snow Queen on Ice. There's
hot cocoa, ski lessons, ice skating, sparkly bows, and
glittering snow everywhere in sight. Best of all, they meet new
friends with all kinds of fun holiday traditions of their own.
JoJo, Miley, and Michelle have a blast learning about holidays
around the world. But when a blizzard threatens to make their
frosty fun a little too frosty and they find themselves
snowbound, will JoJo and her friends make it home in time for
the holidays?
A sweet and simple interactive boardbook that offers a
charming new bedtime ritual.
The Great Cake Bake Festival is tomorrow! All of Ponyville is
head over hooves with excitement as they prepare. But
then...the big day never arrives. Each new day is still always
the day before the festival. In fact, it seems like it's been the
day before the festival for as long as anypony can remember.
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What could possibly be the reason? A mysterious artifact
from ancient Mesoponytamia? Is Discord up to his old tricks?
Hopefully, somepony can solve the mystery and set things
right! Don't miss this all-new manga series set in the world of
Hasbro's My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic!

The award-winning, best-selling Baby Touch series is
back with a sleek and playful design. This colourful,
carousel playbook is specifically designed to engage and
entertain babies during their daily tummy time sessions,
helping to encourage movement and develop neck
strength. Fold it out and let your baby explore the
immersive world full of high-contrast colours, stimulating
touch-and-feels and peepo holes.
'The story of Brawn GP is legendary... Exciting and
magical.' Damon Hill 'Nick Fry and Ed Gorman take us
behind the mysterious and tightly closed doors of F1 to
tell the remarkable story of the 2009 season.' Martin
Brundle Foreword by Bernie Ecclestone The full story of
F1's incredible 2009 championship battle has never been
told. Until now. In this gripping memoir, Nick Fry, the
former CEO of Brawn GP, reveals how he found himself
in the driving seat for one of the most incredible journeys
in the history of motor sport. At the end of 2008, Nick,
then head of Honda's F1 team, was told by his Japanese
bosses that the motor company was pulling out of F1 in
thirty days. This bolt from the blue was a disaster for the
team's 700 staff, for Ross Brawn, who Nick had recently
recruited as chief engineer, and for the drivers, Jenson
Button and Rubens Barrichello. But in a few short weeks,
Nick and Ross would persuade Honda to sell them the
company for £1 (plus all the liabilities). Just thirteen
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weeks later, the Brawn GP team, led by Nick and Ross,
would emerge from these ashes, win the first Grand Prix
of the 2009 season, and go on to win the Driver's and
the Constructor's Championship, with a borrowed
engine, a heavily adapted chassis and, at least initially,
no sponsors. In Survive. Drive. Win., Nick gives an upclose-and-personal account of how he and Ross turned
disaster into championship glory and laid the foundations
for what was to become the Mercedes-AMG Petronas F1
team. Along the way he gives the inside track on the
drivers, the rivalries between teams, on negotiating with
Bernie Ecclestone, on hiring and working with two global
superstars: Michael Schumacher and Lewis Hamilton and offers a unique and thrilling perspective on an elite
global sport.
Introducing Montessori-inspired early childhood activity
books! This book--with eight pages of stickers--does
more than simply stimulate learning through play: it
enhances the cognitive development of the child. The
activities become progressively more complex according
to the three stages of a child's learning: getting to know
the material through sensory experience, recognizing the
material, and being able to explain the material. Squares
and circles, triangles and rectangles: the world is full of
shapes and this entertaining book teaches preschoolers
to recognize each one.
A charming introduction to ten of baby's best-loved
animals, featuring high contrast black-and-white
illustrations. A glittering burst of colored foil brings a vivid
splash of color to every page. With first words to join in
with, this stunning book will captivate sparkly little babies
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everywhere! Babies and toddlers will love to meet the
adorable animals in this engaging book! Little hands can
turn the sturdy board pages to meet a host of cute
characters, including a panda, a cow, a tiger, a zebra, a
giraffe, a penguin, and more. Simple text introduces
readers to a handful of first words, while the bold artwork
features each animal in its natural environment.
Rounded corners, high-contrast black-and-white
illustrations, and a glittering burst of colored foil on every
page make this an ideal choice for the youngest
learners.
Little Dormouse has a big fear of sleeping alone. See
what happens when his friends find out.
Shine bright like JoJo with over 30 pull-out posters for
your locker, cubby, and bedroom! Nickelodeon and
television star JoJo Siwa is a sweet and sassy teen with
a can-do attitude who dazzles fans with her love of
dance, bows, and her dog, BowBow! Whether you're a
dancer, singer, daydreamer, or achiever, stay inspired
with these: - Mini locker & cubby posters - Double-sided
door signs - Mirror decorations - Customizable wall
posters - Three-piece wall postersMatching bestie
posters - And more! With JoJo photos and cool, graphic
treatments of motivational sayings, these decorations will
keep you doing your best at school, at home, and all day
long. This poster book is a can't-miss item for Siwanatorz
and all rising stars! JOJO SIWA is a social media
sensation, singer, dancer, NY Times best-selling author,
TV personality (Nickelodeon's Lip Sync Battle Shorties &
Dance Moms) and Nickelodeon star. In addition to
signing an overall talent agreement with Nickelodeon,
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she has a global line of consumer products including her
signature bows, accessories, apparel, toys, arts and
crafts, cosmetics, home goods, bedding, publishing, and
party supplies. In spite of these early successes, JoJo's
priorities remain at the core of her Nebraskan/MidWestern upbringing and grounded family values. A true
ambassador of anti-bullying, JoJo continues to be a
prominent and relatable role model for her countless
fans, with the strength and power in her message of
celebrating individuality, keeping strong in the face of
adversity, and never giving up.
Venture at your own risk into a realm where the sun
sinks into oblivion–and all that is unholy, unearthly, and
unspeakable rises. These rare, hard-to-find
collaborations of cosmic terror are back in print, including
• Wentworth’s Day A fellow figures his debt to a dead
man is null and void, until he discovers just how terrifying
interest rates can be. • The Shuttered Room A
sophisticated gentleman must settle his grandfather’s
estate, only to find that the house shelters dark secrets.
• The Dark Brotherhood A beautiful woman and her
companion meet the likes of Edgar Allan Poe, in a tale
as terrifying as anything Poe himself ever created. •
Innsmouth Clay A sculptor returns from Paris to create a
statue not entirely of this world–and not at all under his
control. • Witches’ Hollow A new schoolteacher puts his
soul in peril while trying to save one of his students from
a ravenous creature.
Tis the season to be jolly -- and holey cheese was I trying!
But on my way to New York City to meet my family for the
holidays, my luggage got switched with another mouse's...
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Oh, rats! Now I had to scurry all over the Big Apple trying to
track down that mouse... and all my Christmas presents! And
I, Geronimo Stilton, am not a big cheese when it comes to
getting around the Big Apple!
Sean, a whimsical class two kid, wants to be the great Leo
Messi, and he's willing to work hard for his cause. Join Sean
as he battles fears, bullies, nagging parents, and tiresome
teachers in pursuit of his dream to become the best football
player in the world. A children's book about football, math,
practise and persistence. Not necessarily in this
order.Illustrations: Elettra Cudignotto
On the Shoulders of Giants collects previously unpublished
essays from the last fifteen years of Umberto Eco’s life. With
humor and erudition, one of the great contemporary thinkers
takes on the roots of Western culture, the origin of language,
the nature of beauty and ugliness, the imperfections of art,
and the lure of mysteries.
'Janey is like a whirlwind of selflessness. A beautiful spirit in a
beautiful country doing a beautiful thing. I encourage my
children to be more 'Janey'. With more positive spirits like
Janey, the world would be a better place.' - Ben Fogle In
2014 and in her mid-twenties, Janey Lowes had been a vet
for just two years when she left her home in County Durham
and went travelling. Visiting Sri Lanka, she was horrified to
see the state of so many of the island's dogs, in particular the
three million strays. Over 5,000 miles from home, Janey
decided there and then that she was going to move to the
island indefinitely and do everything within her power to help
them. She raised £10,000 to get started, setting up a charity
called WECare Worldwide, and began work. Frightened,
determined and excited all at the same time, she found a
local who was willing to work with her and began scouring the
streets for dogs in need. Some she patched up as best she
could at the roadside, others she brought back and treated in
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a make-shift surgery she had cobbled together in her new
home. With very little equipment, she and her small team
came up with new and ingenious ways to treat the animals. In
this highly inspiring and heartfelt book full of challenges and
adventure, Janey introduces us to her world and the tireless
work she carries out. As she says, 'I feel as though all these
dogs are my dogs and I have a responsibility to them.' In it,
we meet many of the colourful characters who have come to
offer help, along with innumerable street dogs who have
suffered all sorts of trauma and injury, only to be scooped up
by Janey and her team and saved.
Complete First Certificate is a new course for the 2008
revised FCE exam. Informed by the Cambridge Learner
Corpus and providing a complete FCE exam paper specially
prepared for publication by Cambridge ESOL, it is the most
authentic exam preparation course available. This topicbased course covers every part of the FCE exam in detail,
ensuring that students are fully equipped to tackle each part
of every paper.
It's 1839 and you are a medical student w orking on your first
human body dissection! Under the w atchful eye of Dr W
alker, peel the flaps back to reveal the inner w orkings of the
human body, from bone and muscle, to the brain, eyes, heart,
lungs and everything in-betw een. Victorian-inspired
illustrations meet w ith medical notes and sketches to give a
complete in-depth exploration of how the human body w orks.
Illustrates stretching exercises designed to increase flexibility
and help prevent injury, and suggests specific stretch routines
for a variety of sports.
A great way for young children to begin learning their ABCs
with this fantastic sticker book. Children will enjoy fixing the
picture stickers onto the correct letter page, learning their
ABCs as they go. A brilliant introduction to the alphabet.
Every mother faces impossible choices. Vaccination is one of
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the hardest. For single mom Kate O’Hara, there was no
decision to make. Her daughter, Rosie, is one of a small
percentage of children who can’t be vaccinated against
measles. All Kate can do is hope that her little girl is safe. For
mommy blogger Madeleine Cooper, vaccination was a leap of
faith she wasn’t prepared to take. She and her husband
declined controversial measles shots for their daughter Clara.
All she can do is pray that it’s the right decision. But when
classmates Clara and Rosie both become sick will Kate pay
for Madeleine’s choice? A stunning, addictive and powerful
new book club read that explores every mother’s worst fear
and hardest decision from beloved Irish bestselling author
Melissa Hill.
Contained within the pages of this book is a complete guide
to a variety solitaire and patience card games, including over
225 different games for your enjoyment. Perfect for the
beginner and seasoned veteran alike, this text will have you
honing your skills to the point of absolute mastery in not time
at all. A great book for card enthusiasts, this wonderful text
makes for a great addition to any home collection and is not
to be missed by discerning enthusiasts. Contained within are
detailed instructions, illustrations, terminology, time
requirements, and odds in winning a wide range of games
from the famous Canfield Solitaire to Napoleon's Forty
Thieves. It's here – everything you need to know about
Solitaire and Patience games. We are proud to republish this
text here complete with a new introduction to playing card
games.
La ginnastica. Con adesiviCatalogo dei libri in commercioLa
ginnastica. Piccoli libri con adesivi. Ediz. a
coloriShapesMontessori
Published in association with the International Olympic
Committee, The History of the Olympic Games: Faster,
Higher, Stronger is the definitive illustrated chronicle of the
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world's biggest sporting event. Featuring stunning
photographs and artefacts from the archive of the Olympic
Museum, it tells the story of more than 120 years of sporting
excellence, from the birth of the modern Olympics in Athens
in 1896, right up to the delayed Tokyo 2020 Games. Packed
with fascinating and stories and profiles of iconic athletes
from across the globe, it's a definitive journey through every
single iteration of the Olympics. It also includes rare
documents that illuminate some of the most incredible events
in Olympic history, allowing readers to get closer to the
world's greatest sporting spectacle than ever before.
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